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Bleach brave souls character link guide

19 What is Potions Link? Link Potions allows you to inherit part of the statistical character How much does it take to maximize the link slot? It takes 750 Potions attributes of those characters to maximize ONE slot link so that 2250 overall How much is the level per slot? Up to 10 levels What statistical parts of the
characters do you get? If your maximized Slot gets 20% that associates character statistics What are the requirements? -Linked characters must be maximized 6* of the same attribute ^ -Potion links must be the same attribute of the character you upgrade the potion Link may be the hardest bendering in this game
because when you are rye for potion links, You need 2250 of them to fully maximize the one-character slot, which the average drop rate is 5-15 drops per barn run, that's about 225 runs. Now, if we add to the factor that you might want to maximize more than one character and the fact that potion is a specific attribute
you are bound to spend 10+ hours only for two or three characters, that is the whole working day. But you might ask yourself, do I need to maximize this slot? And the reality is, no you don't, but if you're a high-level player planning to be on a top-tier pvp, you'll want to maximize those slots so you can have an edge over
people with meta teams, assuming you run one as well. Like 19 Into the Brave Bleach of the soul? Join the community. Get Amino Into The Brave Bleach of the Soul? Join the community. Get An Entry Wiki Related App October 11 Related Wiki Entry 04/08/20 Related Wiki Entry October 25 Share There are several ways
to increase your character. See here for more information on Resurrection 5★ characters. See here for more information on ★ Soul Tree Characters. See here for more information on Resurrection 6★ characters. See here for more information on Heritage. See here for more information on Transcendance. The color of
the character level indicator changes depending on how far the character has been powered. Use Crystals/Gems and Coins to strengthen The Soul on the soul tree of the character to make it stronger. Each character's Soul Tree has a unique Soul Tree. At The Soul Tree, you can choose what you want to improve and
strengthen the character by using coins and power materials. Each Soul increases certain aspects of the character and requires a prescribed amount of certain power materials to strengthen. Tap and hold the Soul to check the amount and type of power material needed to unlock the soul. You can also tap on certain
power-up materials to view the list of where the item can be obtained and then switch there. The soul has some level. When the Soul reaches the maximum level, more Souls can be unlocked. The soul comes in the following types: Spirit Orbs can also be used to reinforce characters. Multi-Power-Up You can use any
available coins and power-up materials to open multiple Souls on Soul Tree simultaneously. Leveling You can increase the level of characters by using a special Crystal called Crystal EXP. Crystals comes in the following varieties: Fuse characters together to increase the maximum level of basic characters. Basic
Character Basic Character will be the character to be improved during Ascension. Special Step Moving Special Levels has five stages. You can also increase the level of Special Step characters by combining them with the same characters or by using Special Step Resources. The characters are considered the same if
they have the same name, Attribute and thumbnail as the basic character, regardless of whether the character has been Raised or Resurrected. A SPECIAL UP icon will appear on the Ascension screen next to any characters available that can be used to level the Special Steps of the basic characters. You can increase
the level of Special Movement characters even if the basic character is at the maximum level. Special Step Levels lead upwards when Resurrecting or Resurrecting characters and you can use characters that aren't raised or not resurrected to master the Special Steps of Resurrection characters or Resurrect the same
version. Using the same character as a fodder character for Fusing won't get Transcendence Points. Using Special Step Resources will not increase the level of ascension characters. EXP Required This is the amount of EXP needed to reach the next Level of Ascension. When this gauge reaches the maximum, the
character will rise to the next level. Source Characters Select food characters to Ride basic characters. Rare fodder characters give more EXPs to basic characters and make you more Transcendence Points when applied to Ascension. Also, choosing a character with the same name as the basic character gives more
EXP characters. Fodder is consumed by the Ascension process and will disappear from your character list. Cost Ascension And Coin Resource Characters are required to implement Ascension. The required number of coins depends on the rare basic card, number of resource cards and the level of association. Basic
Characters 3★ and above have Link Slots. Only one Link Slot is open to start with but additional Link Slots can unlock the flattering soul Slots in The Soul Tree. Link Character Select characters to place in Link Slots. You can't put the same two characters, characters assigned to the team or characters similar to the basic
characters in The Link Slot. Characters placed in Link Slots won't go away and you can change characters at any time. Character Effects Links The character Soul Properties in Link Slots will be shown in basic character statistics (except FOCUS). You can raise the character's Soul Level by strengthening the Special
Soul at Soul. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless Registered. Share Level of characters and EXP volumes are required to reach the next level. Whenever the level of character increases, their statistics also increase. Characters get exp during Quests but you can also raise the EXP characters by
using ExP Crystals. Their current characters and their rarity. The more character stars have, the rarity and the stronger he is (max 6★). Ascension Levels Ascension Characters. Increasing the ascension levels of characters raise their maximum level caps so they can be trained further than usual. Characters can be
added a maximum number four times. Status Characters have the following five statistics: The green number on the right shows the overall effect of any Equipped Character or Accessories Link. Killer Comey, Killer: Zero Squad and Murderer: Quincy. Special Step 3★ and over the characters have strong Special
Measures that they can use in bold Quests and Battel. Special Measures cost one Soul Bomb each time it is used. Soul Bombs can sometimes be found in damaging objects during the Quests. Special Step Levels of characters also administer whether a character can unlock Latent Abilities through Transcendance. See
here for more information on Transcendance. Soul Trait A Soul Trait character is one of the abilities that can be improved by strengthening character. There are different types of Soul Properties. By using Character Links, one character can pass on their Soul Properties to another. See here a list of Soul Properties. Note
that the character can have a maximum of two Soul Properties. The Character Link Puts another character in the Character Link Slot presents the Soul Nature of the first character to the basic character. Character Growth You can boost your character by strengthening it, including it, equipping it with Accessories or
putting other characters in Link Slots. See here for more information. Sell Tap Characters here to sell the featured characters. Once the characters have been sold, they cannot be restored. You cannot sell characters set as team members. Lock Tap the Lock button to lock the characters so they can't be used as an
Ascension or sold folder. Tap list here to see: The type of character attack button has. The nature of their Soul. List of effects they get from their 6★ skills. Any Accessories or Character Links that have been equipped. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. This guide focuses on all the
basic things new players need to know in the Brave Bleach Soul. Aaroniero went over how to pull off banners, character information, games, and more. By Aaroniero Gacha Banners and The First Rate of Things to learn in the Brave Soul Bleach table for banners. There are different Gacha banners in Bleach that you can
draw characters from using Spirit Orbs. There are several different types of banners depending on the the time of year or current events occurring. Most banners stay for about a week give a new banner every week. But some of them stayed for 2-3 weeks at a time. Ordinary banners have a 3% chance of attracting 5
stars but there are special cases. Some banners are released with multiple opportunities or a 4%-5% chance of 5 stars. Then there are the suits of the Steps that are slightly different. Stepchildren's suit begins at a discounted orb cost. The range of pull usually costs 250 orbs while on most of the first steps is either 50-
100 orbs. Each step in step up gives a higher rate for 5 stars. Usually starts at normal 3% and ends either 6% or sometimes 8%. When it comes to attracting characters you can do singles or variety. In terms of 5-star rates, both single and diverse pull-ups have equal chances of attracting 5 stars. There are differences
between the two that can determine how you want to draw. A single suit gives you a chance at 5-star per single pull and costs only 25 orbs per pull. The downside is that you can attract 3-star characters as well as 4 and 5-star stars. But the rate is the same no matter what so every chance you have a shot at the 5 star.
With variety, you have equal opportunities but you spend 250 orbs for 10 characters. The disadvantage for this revolts around the first character. IF the first character in your multi is 4 stars then the next 9 will be 3 stars or 4 stars. You can't get 5 stars in various if the first character is a 4 star. That is a pretty big drawback
because you did 10 singles at once but the first guarantees you nothing if it is 4-star. However, it has a pretty good balance as well. If the first character in multiple is 5 stars then you have 9 chances to get another. Once you get that first 5-star 9 characters in turn have the same chance rate to be another 5-star. So
realistically you can attract 2 or 3 5 stars in one diverse pull. So it's all up to luck and how much you're willing to spend and risk on the banner. A small side note about your characters. You need Hogyoku to turn 5 stars into 6 stars and Hogyoku Will to maximize 6-star level. This can be covered later but the banner is
already in the store so it's easy to accommodate this here as well. In the shop area, you can go to Kon's Corner and spend a friend's eye on pulling the goods. By doing this, you can get crystals, gems, and drops as well as Hogyokus and Hogyoku Wills. So You spend your friend's eyes here when you have stockpile. The
development of character and Building the next thing we will talk about is the characters themselves. Characterbuilding is an important thing in the Bleach Brave Souls because each character is built a certain way because of how their basic statistical layout is established. If the character has a high rate of fundamental
attack then you want to focus on building that increases the attack more. Every One has a link of the soul that gives a special ability when associated with other characters. But the characters themselves also benefit from this soul link. So, if your character has a normal attack damage of 20% then the damage to their
attack increases by 20%. Something to note about attack-based characters is the nature of their soul when you flatten it. You flatten the dispositions in the subject of their soul and use crystals/gems to maximize the point of their soul. As well as the characters of the invasion to unlock the nature of the soul. For attack
characters, if they have a flurry of soul traits that mean regular attacks they will hit twice on each hit. So if your base attack isn't 2000 damages it will do it twice making it 4000 damages per hit. The characters with Flurry are built to be attacked by based characters. Those who have Frenzy are strong attack characters
who mean they are experts in Spiritual Pressure and 3 strong attacks. Frenzy does the same thing for powerful attacks that Flurry does for regular attacks. Getting them hit twice every hit handles more damage. We will focus on the attack construction first and then go into the building sp. The target of the attack is usually
known as NAD fostering a stand for the destruction of ordinary attacks. Here is a list of good accessories for NAD fostering. Note, if you match the attributes of accessories and characters they get bonus statistics from them. Therefore, you want to use the same attribute accessory in the same attribute script. Heart
accessories on the character of the Heart, and others. Golden Chappie Dispensers - Reduces SP to 0%, increases all other statistics by 18%/36% bonus attribute of Chappy Dispensers - Reduces SP to %, increases all other statistics by 15%/30% Bonus on Golden Pupples Dispenser - FCS Reduced to 0, ATK and STA
+15%/30% Bonus for hollow bait - STA -15%, ATK and FCS +15% Wooden Sword (And any other combination of special accessories) - Reapers soul and Captain get 10% regular attack damage / 20% Bonus attributes This accessory is all good for wearing NAD-based characters and will give them the best overall
benefit. Next, we will go to the best accessories for sad character. Golden Yuki - FCS deductible to 0, SP and STA +15%/30% Bonus attribute Yuki Dispenser - FCS deductible to 0, SP and STA +10%/20% Bonus attribute Hunting Cap - Attack +7.50%, Spiritual Pressure +7.50%/15% Fortification Pill Attribute Bonus -
Attack +7.50%, Spiritual Pressure +7.50%/15% Fortification Pill Attribute Bonus - Attack +7.50%, Spiritual Pressure +7.50%/15% Fortification Pill Attribute Bonus - Attack +7.50%, Spiritual Pressure Fortification Pill Attribute Bonus - Attack +7.50%, Spiritual Pressure +7.50%/15% FortIfication Pill Attribute Bonus - Attack
+7.50%, Spiritual Pressure +7.50%/15% Fortification Pill attribute bonus - Attack +7.50%, Spiritual Pressure +7.50%/15% FortIfication Pill Attribute Bonus - Attack +7.SP and FCS +15%/30% Attribute Leftenan Badge (And any other combined special accessory) - Soul Reapers and Captains get 10% strong attack
damage / 20% Bonus Attributes When it comes to accessories you can get back a 5-star accessory for secondary effect. You want to aim for Attack and Spiritual Pressure but we're not going to go over rerolling because it's more mechanical going forward. In addition to accessories, there are also script linkages that
allow you to define other characters and benefit from their Soul Link. So, if you specify a script with 3 characters that Common attack damage links are added 20% then they will get a 60% boost from all 3. And if the character also has a NAD plus 20% that clinchs up to 80%. So character accessories and links are very
important when building characters. Now, a small thing about flattering character. Be sure to level and maximum all the characters you get because at the maximum level they give the spirit orbs. Each single character whether it is a 1 or 6-star star. Each gives different value and they all add 1-Star = 5 Orbs 2-Star = 10
Orbs 3-Star = 25 Orbs 4-Star = 35 Orbs 5-Star = 50 Orbs 6-Star = 75 Orbs So make sure you benefit from this orb by maximizing each character you get. You don't want to miss out on this orb opportunity. Accessories One important thing about accessories flatters them and grows them. To flaten your accessories, you
can feed them other accessories to gain experience. You can also give them Power Hearts which are items specifically created for leveling accessories. Power Hearts range from 1 star to 4 stars and the higher the XP ranks they provide. Once the level of accessories is maximized, you can grow. 3-stars and downwards



can grow by combining two same-star ranks and stage accessories. 4 stars can be evolved with Evolutionary Powder and Secret Book based on attrition. This is available through certain quests in the game. 5-star accessories are the ones you want to have because they can have 2 effects on them. So on top of their
basic effect, you can have an Attack of +15%/30% or Spiritual Pressure +15%/30%. Accessories can be difficult to manage. To get it, you can pull from the in-store accessories machine or get it from an accessory ticket. Some can only be obtained from an accessory or ticket machine. Like Gold accessories and other
natural 5 stars so if you want to get this you have to spend some orbs on them. Events and Other Stages Of the actual game itself are divided into several different parts. Story mode is the main mode you'll start playing as a beginner. The story mode is divided into main stories and side stories. The main story focuses on
the main Bleach story while the side story covers movies and filler arcs. Story mode is fantastic because it's the main method you get orbs at first. By doing story mode, you'll get thousands of orbs. There is also a sub-story that is a small story that gives orbs, tickets, coins, and 4-star characters. They are another good
way to get a small amount of orbs. Event is where you will finish time during the game. There are events that are always only placed every week until 2 weeks at a time. There are also ongoing searches such as Bonanza Kon which is a great levelling effort to target your characters. There is a search for Crystals / Gems /
and Droplets to target these materials to maximize the soul tress character. Then Then is a difficult effort that holds things like the Heritage Zone. This search is difficult but gives you the Potions Links you need to level the character link slots to buff your characters even more. Raiders are also quite difficult events you
can do. Each raid gives you specific features to the raid and they are used to open the soul nature in the character's soul tree. They also give orbs when maximized so maximize from your raiding characters. Senkaimon is a special event that appears every time. It's a tough challenge event where you do 50 levels with
different circumstances to get rewarded. The higher you get harder the stage and the more your character starts to seale. This is something you'll do when you've built some strong characters and have plenty of 6 stars to use. The Chronicle Quest is another recount of the Bleach story but with currency mechanics. By
clearing the stage you get the currency used to exchange items in chronic exchange. The Co-Op is its own explanation because it is a multiplayer aspect of the game. You join levels such as heritage zones and enrichment zones and play with up to 3 other players at a time. Last but not least is the Brave Battle that is the
PvP aspect of this game. You build a team of 3 characters and spit them against the AI teams built by other characters. By rising in the ranks of the Brave Battle, you'll receive more medals you can use in exchange stores. There are plenty of good things you can get in the exchange store so it's worth it to at least do a 3-
5 battle every day. But that would do it for all the basic information about the Brave Bleach Soul. For anyone just starting out, this guide should give you a good idea of how things run and how to understand some mechanics in the game. Game.
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